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It was shown experimentally for type II second-harmonic generation in KTP that the family of quadratic spatial
solitons exists over a wide range of imbalances for the two fundamental wave inputs. The threshold for soliton
formation was measured as a function of both phase mismatch and relative input fraction of the energy in the
two fundamental polarizations. Launching unequal fundamental inputs led to an imbalanced three-coupled-
field output composition.  1997 Optical Society of America
Quadratic spatial solitons (QSS’s) are unique mem-
bers of the generalized soliton family because they
consist of multifrequency waves that self-trap each
other by strong energy and phase exchange between
the interacting waves.1 – 3 The simplest case occurs for
second-harmonic generation (SHG). The existence of
both one-dimensional (1D) solitons (which diffract in
one transverse dimension) and two-dimensional (2D)
solitons (which diffract in two transverse dimensions)
was observed experimentally.4 – 6 Related phenomena
such as beam steering and soliton collisions were also
reported.7,8 In the 2D case KTP with a cut that re-
quired type II SHG, corresponding to a three-wave in-
teraction with two input fundamental waves, was used.
However, in these experiments the two orthogonal
input polarizations for the fundamental beams were
of nearly equal amplitude. This geometry was chosen
because most of the theoretical literature deals with
the simpler case of type I SHG, and for equal funda-
mental amplitudes the type II geometry becomes de-
generate with the type I case yet differs because of
the interaction between the two fundamental f ields.
In the KTP beam steering and switching experiments
that involved walk-off between the interacting beams,
slightly unequal amplitudes for the fundamentals were
used for biasing of the directions into which the re-
sulting soliton propagated. However, it was not clear
that there was an extended family of QSS’s specific to
type II interactions in two dimensions with properties
such as their fractional composition that are different
from those known for type I interactions. In fact an
extended family was discussed theoretically by Peschel
et al.9 for the 1D case and by Buryak et al.10 for the
2D case, and solitons with properties different from
those in type I geometries were predicted. All-optical
switching based on unequal fundamental components
with 1D type II solitons was studied numerically.11 In
this Letter we report experimental studies of the prop-
erties of type II 2D QSS’s with a variable ratio between
the fundamental energies. Specifically we studied, for
different phase-matching and excitation fundamental
energy imbalance, how the soliton threshold and the
equilibrium state (fractions of energy in the three dif-
ferent f ield components) varied.
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The experimental system studied was a KTP crys-
tal cut for type II phase matching s rv  0.19±d.4 A
pulsed (35-ps FWHM) fundamental Gaussian-shaped
beam at 1064 nm was focused to a 20-mm (FWHM)
spot size at the entrance face of the crystal. The po-
larization of the laser beam could be varied via a half-
wave plate, producing any ratio of the e beam–o-beam
fundamental amplitudes that were excited in the crys-
tal. In this arrangement the two fundamental beams
started with zero phase difference. The second har-
monic was generated with a walk-off angle r2v  0.28±.
Furthermore, we could angle tune the crystal to ob-
tain different values of the phase mismatch, DkL 
sk3 2 k1 2 k2dL. The KTP crystal was 1 cm long,
which corresponds to roughly f ive diffraction lengths
for the input conditions. Energy measurements were
done with a 1-cm2 pyroelectric energy meter, and we
performed spatial analysis by imaging the soliton on a
video camera.4,6,12

First the pulse threshold energy was measured
experimentally as a function of phase mismatch for
balanced input conditions, i.e., equal excitation of the
two orthogonally polarized fundamental fields. The
threshold is defined as the pulse-energy level at which
the width and brightness of the generated solitons
appear stable despite noise in the peak intensity of the
incident laser.6,12 Based on previous research,12 this
approach overestimates by as much as 30% the energy
required for output fundamental pulses equal in width
to the input pulses. However, this approach does
provide a consistent and reproducible criterion. The
results, illustrated in Fig. 1, show that the threshold
rises for DkL , 0 with increasing jDkLj from the
phase-matching point. For DkL . 0, the threshold is
constant over the range studied. For positive phase
mismatch this behavior appears to disagree with the
theoretical results of Torner et al.,13 in which the
threshold rose linearly on both sides of phase matching
with increasing jDkLj.13 However, in Ref. 13 it was
assumed that a stationary QSS is launched at the
input, including a second-harmonic beam. The curves
that are specific to only fundamental input lie in the
continuum above the minimum criteria demonstrated
by Torner’s existence curves.3,13 This observation is
 1997 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 1. Soliton-formation threshold energy for equal-
intensity fundamental inputs polarized along the ordinary
and extraordinary axes versus different phase mismatches.

consistent with our previous research in which a second
harmonic was launched along with a fundamental seed
and the fundamental field of the soliton was generated
through propagation.6

The pulse-energy threshold was also measured for
different values of phase mismatch as a function of dif-
ferent imbalanced fundamental launching conditions.
In general the minimum threshold occurs near equal
excitation of o and e polarizations, and the threshold
rises sharply as the imbalance is increased (Fig. 2).
Since the second harmonic is generated from the two
fundamentals, one photon from each wave is needed
for production of one harmonic photon. As the input
polarization is rotated away from the balanced con-
dition, progressively fewer photons would be avail-
able at the input in one of the fundamental waves if
the total energy remained constant. Actually, by plot-
ting the composition of the e- and o-polarized funda-
mental waves at the input, one can see a f lat region
formed near 3 mJ that represents the minimum energy
required in the weak component of the fundamental
for QSS formation to occur. At some imbalance level
there will be insufficient photons in one fundamental
polarization at the input, and soliton locking will no
longer occur. Hence the threshold for the fundamen-
tal excitation of the soliton should diverge when we
approach the e- or o-excitation polarization input, the
onset of which can be seen in Fig. 2.

Because of the method of excitation, the compo-
sition of the QSS’s can be expected to differ from
that predicted for the equal-fundamentals existence
curve.3,13 In Fig. 3 the fractions of the energy that
appear at the exit face of the crystal as a trapped
o-polarized fundamental, an e-polarized fundamental,
and a second harmonic are shown for a phase mismatch
of 0. The generated soliton has marginally more en-
ergy in the two fundamental components than in the
harmonic. Again we note that the generated solitons
are not on the minimum existence curve defined by
Torner et al.13 The variation in the soliton compo-
sition with input polarization shows that the family
of QSS’s generated in this way is dramatically dif-
ferent from the balanced fundamental excitation case.
Specifically, solitons could be generated with one domi-
nant fundamental component that contains .70% of
the total soliton energy. At the different phase mis-
matches studied the harmonic contribution was al-
ways the greatest with balanced fundamental inputs.
For increasing values of imbalance, the fraction of the
second harmonic decreased monotonically. Further-
more, the largest component of the soliton that was
generated corresponds to the largest component at the
input. Therefore it appears possible to generate QSS’s
with large ratios of the two fundamental components.
Thus, for example, one could consider a signal beam
guided by a control beam.

All of these QSS composition experiments were per-
formed at a constant input energy above the minimum
threshold for all imbalances studied. We performed
an additional experiment to study the dependence of
the soliton composition with increasing input energy
at a f ixed phase mismatch and polarization angle. No
variation in the soliton composition was observed to
within the experimental uncertainty.

Figure 4 illustrates the compositional variety of
this QSS family. The triangular axes of Fig. 4 are
particularly well suited to represent the three-coupled-
wave structure. Each extremum of the diagram
represents one component: the bottom left is the
fundamental o-polarized field, the bottom right is
the fundamental e-polarized field, and the top is the
second-harmonic field. A point inside the triangle
identifies a given composition, and the fraction in each
wave is obtained by projection of the point upon the
three outside axis (following the axes as indicated
in the f igure). Solitons generated through initial

Fig. 2. Soliton-formation threshold energy sjd for linearly
polarized fundamental-frequency inputs with various im-
balances between extraordinary and ordinary fundamental
energy at zero phase mismatch. Also shown is the compo-
sition of the fundamental pulse energy in terms of the e snd
and o s,d polarization.

Fig. 3. Output composition of QSS: fraction of harmonic
sdd and fundamental e smd and o s.d waves as a function of
the fraction of the input fundamental in the e polarization
for a phase mismatch of zero (total fundamental input,
13 mJ).
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Fig. 4. Structural ternary-composition diagram for
quadratic solitons, as explained in the text. Output exper-
imental (s; pulsed, 13 mJ) and corresponding calculated
(cw) compositions shd are shown for a phase mismatch of
zero. The corresponding composition of the fundamentals
that are launched is indicated for each data point along the
bottom axis sed.

upconversion of balanced fundamental input4 or down-
conversion of the second harmonic6 could be plotted
on the middle vertical axis, representing the family
with different amounts of second-harmonic power but
equal fundamental e- and o-polarized powers. The
experimental data for imbalanced fundamental inputs
with a total energy of 13 mJ and a zero phase mismatch
are plotted with open circles in Fig. 4. The deviation
from the central axis of this plot illustrates the diverse
QSS family that can be generated.

This type II interaction between a second harmonic
and the fundamentals can be modeled by the usual
coupled mode equations for three-wave mixing with
two of the waves degenerate in frequency but not po-
larization in the cw approximation.4 Numerical simu-
lations of the coupled mode equations were performed
with a split-step beam-propagation method. We used
a 256 3 256 grid with 1000 propagation steps for f ive
diffraction lengths. The boundaries were set ,10
beam widths from the center, and we used an absorbing
filter to minimize their inf luence.

The experimental observations (for pulsed inputs)
in Fig. 4 were in good qualitative agreement with the
cw numerical simulations. Also plotted in Fig. 4 on
the fundamental (bottom) axis is the initial launching
composition. The trapping process is fairly eff icient,
and because equal amounts of photons were taken from
each polarization to form the second-harmonic wave,
the output fundamental imbalance becomes slightly
larger than that at the input. Thus formation of QSS’s
follows a fanlike evolution line, and their composition
is stabilized on concave curves that are specif ic for a
given detuning and QSS power.

Also, the numerical simulations revealed that if we
gradually change the input composition of the beam,
we obtain a jump in the composition of the output
soliton. This jump occurs for an initial imbalance
that corresponds to an approximate e-beam–o-beam-
fundamental ratio of 49y51 and is responsible for the
output position jump reported in Ref. 7. These pre-
vious experiments were done for a small range of im-
balance and near-threshold conditions. The current
experiments were performed at constant power over
a wide range of imbalance, and were thus well above
threshold around the balanced conditions, which lead
to a large amount of background radiation, masking
the jump in composition for the experimental data.

In summary, the properties of type II QSS’s have
been investigated by excitation of only the two fun-
damental waves for a wide range of input-energy
imbalance between the two polarizations. An exten-
sive family of QSS’s was found with a continuous
ratio between the energies of the two orthogonally po-
larized fundamental waves. The fundamental pulse
threshold energy for the excitation of this branch is
minimum for equal fundamental beam excitation and
increases with a decreasing fraction of any of the funda-
mental beams. Numerical simulations support the ex-
perimental results. Such type II QSS’s could be used
for trapping of the fundamental wavelength of a sig-
nal beam with a control beam, with only small losses
owing to conversion of the fundamental to the second
harmonic, for optical information processing.
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